
In the light of current events, I want to begin by repeating a 

condensed version of a homily I gave on September 6 because I think 

it’s still applicable and not everyone heard it, and then I’ll make some 

new comments on our situation. Four months ago I said: “It’s no secret 

that the American Republic is not doing well. The United States was 

founded as a Liberal Democracy, a product of 18-19th century classical 

liberalism. That term stood for what Washington, Jefferson, Adams, 

Franklin aimed for in the Constitution – freedom of religion, speech, 

association, free and fair elections, representative government, an 

independent judiciary, civilian control of the military, etc.  

But Liberal Democracy is a fragile form of government. And it’s 

hard to sustain over time, because there are just as many political 

disputes in a liberal democracy as in any other form of government. 

But, in a liberal democracy, citizens agree to contest those battles 

through elections rather than by violence.  



 So, the key to successful liberal democracy lies with the political 

losers. In a healthy democracy those who lose an election don’t take to 

the barricades or organize a coup. They organize for the next election 

when they hope they will win back power. Liberal Democracy rests on 

the calculation that waiting for the next election is a better bet, and will 

cost less, than resorting to violence.   

 But in America today those assumptions are being put under the 

greatest stress since the Civil War. This is because democracy only 

works well in a state where the large majority of the people already 

agree on the biggest issues -- the nature of the universe, who the 

human person is, what is right and wrong, because when it comes to 

those beliefs that give the deepest meaning to one’s life a person won’t 

compromise. 

 Historically, Americans have agreed on the big philosophical 

issues (slavery was an obvious exception, that proves the point). But 

today there is growing cultural space between what people (call them 



Blues and Reds) believe about such fundamental questions. We are 

separating into, not so much two parties, but two opposing cultures. 

When losing elections start to feel like a threat, not just to one’s policy 

opinions, but to one’s way of life, then liberal democracy is in trouble.  

So, related to all that – in a liberal democracy political parties 

need to accept one another as legitimate. By “legitimate” I mean a 

group of people to whom the losers are willing to turn over power. We 

need to trust that the other party is within the range of acceptable 

viewpoints and behavior and, if we lose, they will not try to hurt us with 

the power surrendered to them.  

If this mutual trust between political opponents does not exist, 

then the calculation on which democracy is founded won’t work 

because to lose an election will still mean one’s very way of life will be 

threatened -- so why not resort to the street or battlefield? My sense is 

that we’re losing that necessary trust and mutual sense of legitimacy 

that allow a liberal democracy to function. It may not happen, but I can 



now conceive of either party, if it loses this election, saying, “We won’t 

be governed by those kinds of people.”  

The only time in American history that a vote wasn’t accepted by 

the losers was in 1860 -- and the Civil War began five months later. I’m 

not saying we’re months away from civil war, but the liberal democratic 

American Republic is in grave danger of falling. I’m not saying the 

United States would disappear, only that the U.S. may morph from 

being a liberal democracy into some other kind of regime.”  

So I preached in September. But Liberal Democracy is under even 

greater stress now than four months ago. We had the Storming of the 

Capital a few days ago. That felt like a form of Secular Sacrilege for 

most Americans. And the toppling of the statues of Washington, 

Jefferson, Lincoln last summer by different mobs caused a lesser, but 

related, feeling. But note, these events are not shocking Americans into 

reconciliation. Instead, we’re now arguing over whose mob of looters 

was treated better by the police or by the media. Or take the case of 



the social network Parler. Amazon, Google, and Apple have moved 

against Parler because they feel it aids violent extremist groups. But 

Parler’s users see this move as an attempt to suppress and control their 

free speech. Both sides believe the other side is endangering America. 

Is holding on to liberal democracy in America even possible at this 

point? As a way forward I would look to the Fourth Commandment – 

Honor your Father and Mother. There should be a reverence for our 

country just as there is for our parents. This should not be the idolatry 

of a fake patriotism, “My country right or wrong,” but a recognition and 

honoring of who gave us birth and raised us. Our parents aren’t perfect, 

neither is America. All have sins in their past. And yet God wants us to 

love our parents anyway. So with our country. There is a deep good in 

our constitution and our history that we need to value anew, defend, 

and sacrifice for, if a Liberal Democratic America is to survive. 

But I have my doubts. Those two cultures I spoke about in 

September remain very real, fundamentally incompatible, and growing 



even farther apart. This cultural conflict remains the root cause of our 

crisis, despite valid points about racism and economic inequality. Yes, 

the political middle may want to hold onto Liberal Democracy, but the 

basic fear of losing remains, certainly on both ends of the political 

spectrum – made up of people who see such calls for mutual respect as 

well-intentioned, but naïve. They reason, “Only one ideology will win 

and impose its vision. It must be the right one!” And so we go from 

once seeing our political opponents as being mistaken, to now being 

dangerous, to soon being evil. And who wants to compromise with evil? 

A second American Civil War would probably not be fought by 

armies organized into regiments and brigades, wearing different 

colored uniforms, and carrying different flags – like the last time. A new 

Civil War would be more like Northern Ireland, where cities and 

neighborhoods are walled off from one another but subject to regular 

violence, riots, arson, bombings, and assassinations -- and a deep, 

mutual, hatred for one another.  



In this situation I would make two quick points today. First, don’t 

be hypnotized by your own sides’ propaganda. I’m seeing people falling 

for silly stuff. Cut in half the time you marinate in your own favorite 

sources of news, and intentionally read or watch sources of the 

opposing viewpoint several times a week. If you read The Seattle Times 

or New York Times, also reads The Wall Street Journal. If you watch Fox 

News, also watch CNN. If necessary, think of it as opposition research. 

But pay attention to their strange ideas. They will reveal the hypocrisy, 

illogical thinking, and nuttiness of your side’s narrative. I’m not saying 

your side is wrong, but it’s wrong about some things, some of the time. 

We all are. Hold onto the vital skepticism needed to avoid becoming a 

media zombie. 

Lastly, in the troubled future I’ve predicted, the Catholic Church 

will be targeted. As the Catholic vision of the human person and the 

world are increasingly marginalized and stigmatized, our faith is going 

to be tested. So, as I’ve said before: find and nurture a small group of 



families and individuals who will support you in the Catholic faith and 

life when others see it as evil and a threat to society.  

There will be a great stripping away. I know that sounds dark, but 

I’m pretty sure that’s what’s coming. But remember, Jesus will be 

present to us through it all – and He will be enough. In the Gospel today 

He asks Andrew, “What are you looking for?” It’s also His question to 

each of us. What do we need in life? Christ plus wealth? Christ plus an 

interesting professional job? Christ plus social acceptance and 

approval? Christ plus democracy? Christ plus America? Nope.  Jesus 

alone is enough. We Catholics are going to be given a hard but beautiful 

blessing in this time. We will each be given a chance to prove that Jesus 

alone is enough for us. 


